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The null hypothesis should be rejected since chi-squared observed is greater than the critical 

value, and we cannot conclude that the responses are not related to the types of users of 

footpath. 

Q1(b) I would opt for the same number of surveyors for each foot-path user type. The 

existing survey shows that only 100 E-Bike users are surveyed. I would even consider 

removing E-bike users for the survey since they are not allowed on footpaths in the first 

place due to safety reasons, even before the ban on PMD users was imposed by the 

authorities. Furthermore, PMD users should be removed from the survey since it creates 

some form of biasness.  
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Q2(a) 
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LOS F means that the delay is rather significant. Perhaps the lane on the westbound approach 

can be widened to minimise delay caused by vehicles going straight-through. 
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Discussion: The green time allocated is sufficient for pedestrians to cross. For phase A, it needs 

to be greater than 26s and for phase C, it needs to be greater than 33s.  
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Q4(a) Density (veh/km), as the unit suggests, refers to the average number of vehicles present 

along a kilometre stretch of a road. Density is used to estimate Level of Service for a basic 

freeway segment since it encompasses both speed and flow, both of which affects how the 

freeway functions. Delay is not used as we are not concerned with the time that each vehicle 

is stuck behind another vehicle.  

Q4(b)  
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Note for Q4(b): The above workings assume rolling terrain. If we assume level terrain, we 

get the following:  

For ATS:  

fG = 1.00, fHV = 0.962, Vp0 = 571 pc/h, ATSd = 70.8 km/h 

For PTSF:  

 

PTSFd = 89.2% 

LOS is E.  
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Q5(a)  

One-server queuer ensures that there will be fairness since everyone will be served at the 

same counter. There is also no customer anxiety induced regarding the queue choice. Having 

only one queue also prevents problems of “cutting in” and jockeying whereby people are 

continuously trying to switch lines to get to the counter faster. 

Q5(b)(i)  
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Q5(b)(ii) 
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Q6(a)(i) 

 

Q6(a)(ii)  

I will recommend higher charges we want to now consider the congestion caused to other 

vehicles and can be visualised in economic terms, which is also known as the marginal external 

congestion cost. 

Q6(b)  

The shortcomings of the 4-step travel forecasting process is as follows:  

• The sequential nature of the model does not represent actual human decision-making 

process 

• Aggregation of user behaviour, represented by the average behaviour of group of 

travellers 

• Lack of behavioural considerations that constitutes a more realistic decision-making 

framework 

• The models have a deterministic nature 

Q6(c)  

Generally, traffic congestion is caused by imbalance of supply and demand. Solutions can 

mainly be classified as demand-oriented or supply-oriented. Supply-oriented measures 

mainly aim to make better use of existing roads by ensuring road users use the roads in an 

orderly manner, following road markings and demarcations, and ensuring timely dispatch of 

information to road users. Demand-oriented measures generally aim to provide road users 

with different travel options, causing them to reconsider their travel, time of travel or their 

mode of travel. 

- END - 


